What if… we built a future based on
Climate Justice?
iversity in Camden is our gateway to the world. Here, we have so many
cultures and stories from many walks of life. Filled with creativity,
knowledge and resilience.
Around the world, the effects of climate change are felt most acutely by people who are
least responsible for causing the problem. Communities in the global South - as well as lowincome communities in the industrialised north - are bearing the burden of rich countries'
overconsumption of our planet's resources. These are the people who have least access to
resources and technology to adapt to the consequences and to act to reduce their emissions.
Climate justice means addressing the climate crisis whilst also making progress towards
equity and the protection and realisation of human rights.

We recognise that many people in Camden are
connected to others who will be disproportionately
affected by climate and environmental changes like
Small State Island Residents, Women, Youth,
Coastal People, Indigenous Communities, Poor,
Elderly, Disabled, Displaced People.
The voices and decisions of people worst impacted by social and environmental
injustices are rarely at the centre of campaigns and sustainability transition projects;
we want to change that.
Learning, Listening and Sharing. Over the next few months we will be exploring
what Climate Justice means for local Camden residents, supporting residents
collaborate to think global and act local for climate justice in climate solutions.
Let’s understand what issues the communities we are connected to are up against.
Join us to explore what Decolonisation, Anti-Oppression, Radical Inclusion is as we
figure out how to put it into practice! Join us to better our Community of Care.
If you’re interested in hosting a talk, workshop or participating in a dialogue please contact camdenthinkanddo@gmail.com

The Power of Our Stories

Food Club

Got an article? A poem? A
photo? An extract of a book? A
video? Your own story? Let’s
learn about Climate Justice

Let’s bring communities
together through sharing
food to learn about global
food supply chains and
Climate Justice!

START DATE TBC
(WEEKLY MEET UP)

START DATE TBC

WE’D LIKE TO DEVELOP THEM TOGETHER AND WE NEED YOUR HELP!

